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Chromebooks gain faff-free access to Windows file shares via Samba [2]

Google?s Chrome OS tanks crept a little further onto Microsoft?s manicured enterprise lawns
with hints that Windows file-share support will arrive out-of-the-box in an upcoming version
of Chrome OS.
Those brave enough to be on the Canary version of Chrome 70 already have the functionality,
assuming the preview software stays upright long enough to connect. The code uses the Samba
project's libsmbclient to access the file shares.
Veteran Windows blogger Paul Thurrott spotted a posting on Google+ by "Chromium
Evangelist" François Beaufort indicating that the functionality was inbound. In the post,
Beaufort linked to a Chromium code commit with the text: "Set NativeSmb flag to enabled by
default ? Network File Shares for ChromeOS will be available by default starting in M70."

[Gentoo] We mostly protect against script kiddie attacks [3]

The recent efforts on improving the security of different areas of Gentoo have brought some
arguments. Some time ago one of the developers has considered whether he would withstand
physical violence if an attacker would use it in order to compromise Gentoo. A few days later
another developer has suggested that an attacker could pay Gentoo developers to compromise
the distribution. Is this a real threat to Gentoo? Are we all doomed?
Before I answer this question, let me make an important presumption. Gentoo is a communitydriven open source project. As such, it has certain inherent weaknesses and there is no way
around them without changing what Gentoo fundamentally is. Those weaknesses are common

to all projects of the same nature.

Ben Hutchings: Debian LTS work, August 2018 [4]

I was assigned 15 hours of work by Freexian's Debian LTS initiative and carried over 8 hours
from July. I worked only 5 hours and therefore carried over 18 hours to September.

TeX Live contrib updates [5]

It is now more than a year that I took over tlcontrib from Taco and provide it at the TeX Live
contrib repository. It does now serve old TeX Live 2017 as well as the current TeX Live 2018,
and since last year the number of packages has increased from 52 to 70.

Core i5-7500-based signage player supports NVIDIA MXM graphics cards [6]

Ibase launched its ?SI-614? signage player that runs Linux or Windows 10 on a Core i5-7500
processor with up to 16GB DDR4, a choice of NVIDIA MXM NV1050 graphics cards and a
128 GB 2.5-inch SSD storage device.
Ibase Technology has announced the SI-614, its latest digital signage player based on 7th Gen
Intel Core desktop processors and supporting NVIDIA MXM GeForce GTX 10 Series
graphics. These cards provide 3X the performance of previous-generation graphics cards,
according to the company. This is the sixth signage player Ibase has introduced this year, the
most recent being its AMD Ryzen V1000 based system, the SI-324, released in late August.
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